Franchise relationships are premised on the relatively straightforward assumption that a franchisee will use and enjoy the benefits of a franchisor’s system—most importantly, its intellectual property—in exchange for which the franchisee will pay royalties or other fees. Yet a franchisee’s failure to pay royalties is perhaps the most common basis for defaults under, terminations of, and disputes arising out of franchise agreements.

Franchisees often withhold royalties and attempt to justify their failure to pay by arguing that the franchisor’s own breach excused the obligation to pay fees or made it financially impossible for the franchisee to comply. The franchisee’s position in such cases is that it was not realizing any benefit from the relationship because the franchisor failed to provide any support, and therefore the franchisee could not and had no obligation to pay under these circumstances. If, as many courts have held, the franchisee’s position is fundamentally wrong, why is it still the subject of so many disputes and so much litigation?

Black Letter Contract Law
An analysis of this question begins with a return to black letter contract law and the well-settled premise that a material breach by one party to a bilateral contract excuses performance by the other party. Unlike the typical bilateral contract, however, franchise relationships involve a variety of rights and obligations. At the core of this relationship is the franchisee’s right to use, display, and enjoy the opportunity to benefit from the franchisor’s intellectual property, including trademarks, service marks, and the franchisor’s particular franchise system.

It is precisely because the franchise relationship is, indeed, a relationship founded upon a franchisee’s operation as a particular brand that the law excusing performance under a bilateral contract requires a closer look. What constitutes a material breach excusing performance, and what does it mean to excuse performance of a franchisee’s obligations?

What Constitutes a Material Breach?
The first issue, i.e., what constitutes a material breach, warrants only a brief detour from the more pertinent issue of the consequences of such a breach. Like most issues of materiality, whether the franchisor’s alleged breach is material is ordinarily a question of fact; and for purposes of this discussion, the franchisor’s material breach may be assumed, subject to an important point of clarification: the franchisor’s breach does not involve the validity of or the franchisee’s access to the franchisor’s intellectual property. In other words, the material breach at issue in the typical nonpayment case involves a franchisee’s claim that the franchisor has failed to perform some obligation under the parties’ agreement, as distinguished from claims deriving from the franchisee’s inability to use the franchisor’s intellectual property in the first place.

Jiffy Lube: Withholding Royalties Not Justified
Thus, assuming the franchisor’s material breach, we may turn to the more interesting issue of the consequences of the said breach. What are a franchisee’s rights and obligations when confronted with a material breach by the franchisor? This was precisely the issue addressed in the leading case of S&R Corp. v. Jiffy Lube International, Inc., a thorough and well-reasoned decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.

The facts of Jiffy Lube are familiar. Jiffy Lube entered into several franchise agreements authorizing its franchisee to operate automobile service centers under the Jiffy Lube trademark. During the course of the parties’ relationship, the franchisee stopped paying royalties at each of the facilities because the franchisee claimed that Jiffy Lube was breaching its obligations under the franchise agreement. Significantly, however, the franchisee continued to operate each of the centers as a Jiffy Lube. The franchisee then filed a lawsuit claiming that Jiffy Lube had breached the franchise agreements by failing to maintain the quality of other franchised centers in the same geographic area, thereby causing the franchisee to suffer.

Jiffy Lube, on the other hand, terminated the franchise agreements and filed a motion for preliminary injunction seeking to enjoin the franchisee’s continued use of its trademark. Jiffy Lube contended that it had the right to terminate the franchise agreements and enjoin the use of its trademarks due to the franchisee’s failure to pay fees. The district court denied Jiffy Lube’s motion, finding that Jiffy Lube had failed to establish a likelihood of success on the merits due to the termination dispute.

The Third Circuit found that the district court had erred and reversed. Although an issue of first impression in the circuit, the court held “by reference to contract and trademark principles that a franchisor’s right to terminate a franchisee exists independently of any claims the franchisee might have against the franchisor.” Upon a franchisee’s failure to comply with the terms of the franchise relationship, the franchisor had the power to terminate and enjoin the continued use of its trademark. Relying on basic contract principles, the court articulated its reasoning as follows:

[When one party to a contract feels that the other contracting party has breached its agreement, the non-breaching party may either stop performance and assume the contract is avoided, or continue its performance and sue for damages. Under no circumstances may the non-breaching party stop performance and continue to take advantage of the contract’s benefits.]
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The franchisee had done “exactly what contract law forbids,” i.e., it “stopped making royalty payments, but [the franchisee] continued to operate the service centers under the Jiffy Lube name.” The court squarely addressed the franchisee’s allegations of Jiffy Lube’s breach, stating that “[w]here the franchise agreement gives the franchisor the power to unilaterally terminate the agreement under certain conditions, and those conditions exist, pre-termination complaints are not relevant to infringement under the Lanham Act. Rather, pre-termination disputes affect the issue of damages.”

Well-Settled Body of Law Supports Jiffy Lube

The principle that a franchisee cannot justify its nonperformance under a franchise agreement based on the alleged pretermination breaches of a franchisor is by no means limited to the Third Circuit’s decision in Jiffy Lube. Indeed, the Jiffy Lube decision includes a review of cases holding that a franchisee cannot stop paying fees while continuing to use the franchisor’s marks. Nonpayment reflects the franchisee’s decision to deem the franchise relationship terminated, and that decision requires the franchisee to cease use of the franchisor’s trademarks. Nonpayment coupled with ongoing use of trademarks is, in essence, a form of self-help that is precluded by a well-settled body of cases. As stated by one district court, a franchisee may ultimately prevail on a breach-of-contract claim and be excused from paying royalties, but the Court cannot see how this separate cause of action entitles them to continue rights under the franchise agreement. In order to have preserved their right to recover for the alleged breaches and to continue to use the [Plaintiff’s] trademark, Defendants should have continued to pay royalties, advertising expenses and rent.

Franchisee Options

Returning to the facts of Jiffy Lube, what could the franchisee have done? In fact, the franchisee had two options. It could have continued to pay franchise fees and sued for breach, or, alternatively, it could have deemed the franchise agreements to be terminated based on Jiffy Lube’s alleged breach and stopped performing. The franchisee could not terminate its obligations (i.e., stop paying) yet continue to accept the opportunity to benefit from the Jiffy Lube trademarks. In other words, termination means the termination of all of the parties’ respective rights, rather than the selective or unilateral course of termination chosen by the franchisee. The reasoning by the Third Circuit is entirely consistent with black letter law regarding termination of bilateral contracts. Furthermore, if an injured party elects not to terminate based on the alleged breach and continues performance under the agreement, the breach is deemed partial and the contract remains in force. Under no circumstances may a party repudiate a contract as materially breached and at the same time continue to receive the benefits contemplated by the agreement.

Moreover, the Jiffy Lube decision is not unfair to franchisees. The Third Circuit did not hold or suggest that the franchisee was without remedies. To the contrary, a franchisee may stop performing, provided it also stops using the franchisor’s trademarks, or the franchisee can continue to operate as a franchise and sue for damages. The franchisee cannot, however, consider the contract terminated due to alleged breaches by the franchisor while continuing to avail itself of any of the benefits of the contract.

Contradictory Ruling

Despite Jiffy Lube and the cases addressed in the appellate decision, franchise lawyers and courts continue to debate why a franchisee should be required to pay when the franchisor is alleged to have materially breached its obligations. For example, should a hotel franchisee be required to pay royalties despite its allegations (ultimately determined to be untrue) that the franchisor failed to provide reservations?

This was the issue before the district court in the recent case of Travelodge Hotels, Inc. v. Honeysuckle Enterprises, Inc., another failure-to-pay case. In Honeysuckle, the franchisee entered into a license agreement to operate a Travelodge hotel and agreed to pay a flat fee each month. The franchisee made an allegation, unsupported by the parties’ franchise agreement, that it had entered into the agreement for the sole purpose of receiving reservations from Travelodge’s central reservation system. The franchisee was dissatisfied with the number of reservations it received and, therefore, withheld payment while simultaneously operating the hotel as a Travelodge. Indeed, the franchisee never made a single flat fee payment to Travelodge, and the franchisee unilaterally terminated the license agreement less than a year after opening. Travelodge filed suit seeking outstanding fees due at the time of termination and liquidated damages that became due as a result of the franchisee’s termination, and the franchisee filed a counterclaim alleging that it had been fraudulently induced to enter into the franchise agreement or, alternatively, that Travelodge had breached the agreement and thereby excused the franchisee’s performance of its obligations.

Travelodge filed a motion for summary judgment on its breach-of-contract claims because the franchisee’s failure to pay and, therefore, its breach were undisputed. The district court denied Travelodge’s motion, finding that “it is black letter contract law that a material breach by one party to a bilateral contract excuses the other party from rendering any further contractual performance. . . . Whether conduct constitutes a breach of contract and, if it does, whether the breach is material are ordinarily jury questions.”

Notwithstanding the fact that the hotel was operating as a Travelodge by, among other things, using the Travelodge name in association with its operations, the district court found a genuine issue of material fact “as to whether Travelodge failed to place Honeysuckle on its reservation system, and whether such failure was a material breach, such that Honeysuckle should be excused from performing its obligations to pay Recurring Fees to Travelodge.” The district court therefore concluded that the franchisee’s claims for fraudulent inducement and breach of contract “prevent this Court from concluding that Travelodge is entitled to summary judgment” on its affirmative breach-of-contract claims.
Rejecting Jiffy Lube

Interestingly for purposes of this discussion, the district court found that Jiffy Lube was inapposite because that case “was primarily concerned with whether the franchisor was entitled to preliminary injunctive relief on a trademark claim, and from this vantage point, discussed the likelihood that the franchisor’s termination of the franchise agreement was proper.”16 In particular, the district court found that “[u]ltimately, however, S & R Corp. concluded that, where the franchise agreement ‘gives the franchisor the power to unilaterally terminate the agreement under certain conditions, and those conditions exist, pre-termination complaints are not relevant to infringement under the Lanham Act.’”17 The district court therefore concluded that Jiffy Lube was not controlling. Furthermore, the district court noted that, even if Jiffy Lube was applicable, and despite the fact that the franchisee was using the Travelodge trade name and service marks, a jury could conclude that the franchisor had in fact stopped performing based on the franchisee’s allegations that it was not receiving any benefits under the franchise agreement.18

Court Erred in Honeysuckle

Parsing the district court’s decision reveals errors in the interpretation, and thus some of the reasons for ongoing confusion regarding the meaning, of Jiffy Lube. First, Jiffy Lube was not and should not be limited to the context of infringement. Although the decision arose in the context of a motion for preliminary injunction, the analysis was in the context of Jiffy Lube’s ability to demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits of its termination.19 Jiffy Lube’s right to an injunction hinged on the validity of its termination of the various franchise agreements. Second, the district court’s speculation that the franchisee may not have run afoul of the holding of Jiffy Lube has no basis under that or any other case. In Honeysuckle, there was no dispute that the franchisee had used Travelodge’s intellectual property during the period of nonpayment, thus receiving at least some measure of performance under the parties’ agreement. The law does not permit such selective participation in a contract; a party waives the right to cease its own performance following a material breach if it continues to accept performance from the breaching party.20

Conclusion

The use of a franchisor’s trademarks is a significant consideration under a franchise agreement. An alleged breach of the agreement by the franchisor does not provide a basis for the franchisee to continue using the marks either prior to or after termination of the franchise agreement. Accordingly, when confronted with an alleged breach by a franchisor, a franchisee may continue to pay and sue for breach or it can consider the contract terminated, subject, of course, to the risk that such termination was improper. If a franchisee chooses to terminate, however, the termination must be complete. The franchisee must cease all performance under the parties’ agreement, which necessarily means that the franchisee must stop using the franchisor’s marks in conjunction with all facilities and operations. Absent such a complete termination, the franchisee’s failure to pay will constitute an independent and irrefutable basis for termination by the franchisor.
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